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Abstract13

Background: The CCHC zinc finger proteins (CCHC-ZFPs) are transcription factors that play14

versatile roles in plant growth, development, and responses to biotic/abiotic stress. However, little15

is known about the CCHC-ZF genes in bread wheat (Triticum aestivum), an important food crop.16

Results: In this study, 50 TaCCHC-ZF genes were identified and distributed unevenly on 2117

wheat chromosomes. According to the phylogenetic features, the 50 TaCCHC-ZF genes were18

classified into eight groups with specific motifs and gene structures. 43 TaCCHC-ZF genes were19

identified as segmentally duplicated genes that formed 36 segmental duplication gene pairs.20

Additionally, the collinearity analyses between wheat and eight other representative plant species21

showed that wheat had closer phylogenetic relationships with monocots compared to dicots. A22

total of 636 cis-elements related to environmental stress and phytohormone responsiveness were23

identified in the promoter of TaCCHC-ZF genes. Moreover, GO enrichment results revealed that24

all 50 TaCCHC-ZF genes were annotated under metal ion binding and nucleic acid binding. 9125

miRNA binding sites within the 34 TaCCHC-ZF genes were identified by miRNA targets analyses,26

indicating that the expression of TaCCHC-ZF genes could be regulated by the miRNAs. Based on27

published transcriptome data, 38 TaCCHC-ZF genes were identified as DEGs, and 15 TaCCHC-28

ZF genes among them were verified by qRT-PCR assays, which showed response to drought, heat,29

or simultaneous response of them.30

Conclusions: This study systematically explored the gene structures, evolutionary characteristics,31
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and potential roles during environmental responses of TaCCHC-ZF genes, providing a foundation32

for further investigation and application of TaCCHC-ZF genes in the molecular breeding of T.33

aestivum.34
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37

Background38

The CCHC-ZFPs are one of the most diverse and largest transcription factor families in plants,39

which play important roles in multiple physiological processes. The CCHC-ZFPs regulate the40

expression of their target genes by directly or indirectly recognizing and binding the promoters [1,41

2]. As a member of zinc finger proteins, the CCHC-ZFPs contain at least one CCHC motif, which42

is also called zinc knuckle, sharing the consensus sequence CX2CX4HX4C (X for any amino acid,43

numbers for the number of residues, C and H for cysteine and histidine, respectively) [3]. The44

CCHC motifs with high affinity for single-stranded DNA or RNA usually consist of a short helix45

and two short β-strands linked by a zinc knuckle, which function during transcriptional activation,46

DNA recognition, RNA packaging, regulation of apoptosis [4, 5]. The first CCHC-ZFP was47

identified in the murine leukemia virus and Rous avian sarcoma virus, and subsequently in many48

group antigen proteins of retroviral nucleocapsids and eukaryotic retrotransposons [3]. Genome-49

wide investigations of CCHC-ZF gene family were carried out in humans (34), Arabidopsis (69),50

and yeast (7), while comprehensive studies on the CCHC-ZFPs in wheat have not been reported so51

far [6].52

The CCHC-ZF genes were extensively founded in the plant genomes, which played central53

roles in seed development, and plant growth mediated by indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), gibberellins54

(GA), and abscisic acid (ABA). In rice, OsZFP regulates lateral root development through IAA55

signaling pathways [7]. AtCSP2 negatively regulates seed germination by adjusting GA and ABA56

levels [8]. In addition, a great number of CCHC-ZF genes are also involved in regulating plant57

tolerance to abiotic stress. For instance, overexpressing OsZFP6, a NaCl, H2O2, and NaHCO358

responsive gene in rice, is able to increase the tolerance to H2O2 and NaHCO3 in Arabidopsis [9].59

Similarly, BrCSDP3 positively regulates seed germination and seedling growth under dehydration60

and salt treatment [10]. The transcription of OsRZ1, OsRZ2, OsRZ3 is up-regulated by low61



temperature treatment, but they show no response to high salt and drought stress [11]. In Pak-choi,62

BcCSP1 plays important roles in responses to ABA and cold treatments [12]. Besides, some63

CCHC-ZF genes also involve in the regulation of plant defense to biotic stress [13]. Ectopic64

expression of TaRZ1 in Arabidopsis confers the transgenic plants increased resistance against65

bacterial, indicating the role of TaRZ1 in plant immune response [14]. The up-regulation of66

AdRSZ21 in response to methyl jasmonate (MeJA) and pathogen infection indicates that CCHC-67

ZF genes might play a role in plant defense [15].68

Bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L., A, B, and D sub-genome) was obtained by natural69

hybridization between T. dicoccoides (A and B sub-genome) and Aegilops tauschii (D sub-70

genome), which was a valuable material for evolutionary research due to the specificity of71

heterohexaploid [16, 17]. As one of the most important food crops in the world, the growth and72

development of wheat are susceptible to complex and variable environments, resulting in the73

reduction of yield [18]. Considering CCHC-ZF genes play important roles in plant growth and74

development, as well as responses to biotic and abiotic stresses, a comprehensive investigation of75

TaCCHC-ZF gene family will contribute to wheat stress resistance breeding and gene function76

research. In this study, we identified the CCHC-ZF genes from wheat genome by bioinformatic77

methods and analyzed the chromosomal location, subcellular localization, phylogenetic78

relationships, gene structures, proteins interaction network, and expression patterns of them. The79

promoter cis-elements and the miRNA potentially targeting TaCCHC-ZF genes were predicted to80

explore the transcriptional regulatory network of them. These works will lay the foundation for81

further analyses and application of CCHC-ZF genes in wheat and other plant species.82

83

Results84

Identification and characterization of the CCHC gene family85

In this study, a total of 50 putative genes in wheat were retrieved based on the Hidden Markov86

Model (HMM) search. After Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool (SMART) searched, 5087

wheat proteins sharing the CCHC conserved motifs were obtained, which were consistent to the88

predictions. Meanwhile, several important dicotyledonous and monocotyledonous plants were89

selected for reference analyses. We identified 38 CCHC-ZF genes in Triticum dicoccoides, 4690

CCHC-ZF genes in Aegilops tauschii, 17 CCHC-ZF genes in Hordeum vulgare, 26 CCHC-ZF91



genes in Oryza sativa, 33 CCHC-ZF genes in Zea mays, 22 CCHC-ZF genes in Arabidopsis92

thaliana, 95 CCHC-ZF genes in Glycine max, and 67 CCHC-ZF genes in Solanum tuberosum in93

the same method (Additional file 1: Table S1).94

Subsequently, physicochemical properties of TaCCHC-ZFPs were analyzed, including the95

length of proteins, molecular weight (MW), instability index, aliphatic index (AI), isoelectric point96

(pI), grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY), and the subcellular localization (Additional file 1:97

Table S2). Among the 50 TaCCHC-ZFPs, TaCCHC14 was identified to be the smallest protein98

with 162 residues of amino acids (aa), while TaCCHC31 with 1149 residues of amino acids is the99

largest one. The pI ranges from 5.31 (TaCCHC40) to 11.63 (TaCCHC41), and AI fluctuates from100

20.06 (TaCCHC25) to 74.88 (TaCCHC5), and instability index varies from 25.67 (TaCCHC22) to101

117.51 (TaCCHC41). Besides, the GRAVY values of all TaCCHC-ZFPs are negative, indicating102

they are hydrophilic proteins. The subcellular localization analyses showed that 28 TaCCHC-ZFPs103

were predicted to be located both in the cell nucleus and chloroplast, while 20 and 2 TaCCHC-104

ZFPs were only located in the nucleus or chloroplast, respectively.105

Subsequently, we extracted the amino acid sequences of the conserved motif CCHCs using106

the MEME tool. As shown in Fig. 1, the CCHC conserved motif from wheat has the consensus107

sequence CX2CX4HX4C, which has high affinity to single-stranded nucleic acids. Except for the108

completely conserved cysteine (C) and histidine (H) residues in the positions 6, 9, 14, 19, the109

conserved substituted glycine (G) residue occurs in the positions 10, 13, and hydrophobic or110

aromatic residues are found in the positions 7, 15 (Fig. 1).111

112

Phylogenetic tree and sequence structure analysis113

To explore the evolutionary relationship of the CCHC-ZF gene family, a phylogenetic tree was114

constructed using the full-length protein sequences of CCHC-ZFPs from both wheat and rice.115

These CCHC-ZF genes are classified into nine groups, named as groups Ⅰ to Ⅸ, which are116

distributed unevenly in each group (Fig. 2). Except for the group Ⅸ, the others all possess CCHC-117

ZF genes from both wheat and rice. The groups Ⅰ and Ⅲ both contain the most members of 13,118

while the group Ⅲ is also the group with most members of 11 CCHC-ZF genes in wheat. In119

addition, the group Ⅷ possesses the fewest members, two from wheat and one from rice. Based120



on the phylogenetic analysis, TaCCHC-ZF genes are classified into eight groups (groups Ⅰ toⅧ)121

for further analyses (Fig. 3a).122

A schematic diagram displaying the motifs of TaCCHC-ZFPs was constructed using the123

MEME tool [19]. Through the annotations of the Pfam (PF00098) database, we found that the124

motif 1 was the CCHC domain, and the motif 3 and 4 both were RRM domains, and the motif 5, 6,125

and 7 were CSD domain, REPA OB domain, and Rep Fac-A C domain, respectively (Additional126

file 1: Table S3) [20]. As shown in Fig. 3b, the motif 1 was widely distributed in TaCCHC-ZFPs.127

Moreover, TaCCHC-ZFPs in one group generally tend to share a similar motif composition. For128

instance, the motif 5 only exists in the group Ⅶ, while the motifs 6,7, and 10 are specific to the129

group Ⅳ. Similarly, the motifs 8 is unique to the group Ⅳ and Ⅴ, and the motif 3 only occurs in130

the groups Ⅰ, Ⅱ, and Ⅲ. As a result, the motif patterns of TaCCHC-ZFPs in a group are similar,131

suggesting that the protein architecture is conserved within a specific group. The functions of132

these conserved motifs remain to be elucidated, which may be relevant to specific biological133

functions.134

In addition, the exon-intron structures of TaCCHC-ZF genes were further analyzed to further135

explore the evolution of the TaCCHC-ZF family. The gene structures of TaCCHC-ZFs in different136

groups are changeable in the number of exons (ranging from 2 to 15), and no genes with one exon137

was found (Fig. 3c). However, the TaCCHC-ZF genes in the same group usually share similar138

numbers of exons as expected, suggesting that they are evolutionarily conserved. For instance, all139

members of the group Ⅶ contain two or three exons, while seven TaCCHC-ZF genes of the140

group Ⅱ possess four exons. In contrast, some of the more closely related members were also141

observed to share similar length of exons. In general, the diverse gene structures of TaCCHC-ZF142

genes may be related to the involvement of TaCCHC-ZF gene family in many plant biological143

processes.144

145

Chromosomal location and collinearity analysis of the TaCCHC gene family146

MapGene2Chrom V2 was used to create the chromosome map of the TaCCHC-ZF genes based on147

the physical location information from the GFF3 file of wheat (Fig. 4a) [21]. The TaCCHC-ZF148

genes are unevenly distributed on wheat chromosomes, with the number of the genes on each149

chromosome varying from one (2A, 2B, 2D, 3A, 3B, 3D, 4A, 4B, 4D, 7D) to eight (1A) (Fig. 4b).150



Interestingly, we also found that the numbers of the TaCCHC-ZF genes on each chromosome were151

irrelevant to chromosome size. For instance, the smallest chromosome (6D, 473.6 Mb) encodes152

three TaCCHC-ZF genes, while the largest chromosome (3B, 830.8 Mb) contains only one153

TaCCHC-ZF genes. The TaCCHC-ZF genes spread roughly equally across the three sub-genomes154

of wheat (sub-genome A, 18; sub-genome B, 16; and sub-genome D, 16), which may cause155

redundant functions with genes on sub-genome A, indicating some TaCCHC-ZF genes may156

experience gene loss event during the evolution with low purifying selection. Meanwhile, the157

different chromosome position of several homologous gene pairs (e.g., TaCCHC28, TaCCHC34,158

and TaCCHC36) suggested that the chromosome rearrangement occurred during the evolution of159

wheat TaCCHC-ZF gene family [22].160

Next, the synteny analyses were performed to evaluate the gene duplication events in T.161

aestivum. Interestingly, we didn’t identify any tandem duplication events in these TaCCHC-ZF162

genes. However, a total of 36 segmental duplication events with 43 TaCCHC-ZF genes were163

identified, indicating that segmental duplication events were the main driving force for the164

evolution of CCHC-ZF gene family in wheat (Fig. 5). All duplicated genes in a pair belong to the165

same TaCCHC-ZF genes group. Furthermore, the Ka/Ks values of the TaCCHC-ZF gene pairs166

were calculated to explore the evolutionary constraints. The Ka/Ks values of the 36 gene pairs in167

wheat are generally less than 1, implying that the replicated TaCCHC-ZF genes could experience168

strong purification selection pressure (Additional file 1: Table S4). The Ks values were used to169

assess the divergence time (T) based on the formula T = Ks/2λ × 10-6 Mya (λ = 6.5 × 10-9). The170

divergence time of these genes diverged between 0.994 and 19.055 Mya (average 6.735, 34 values171

in 36 earlier than 2.26), mostly before the early Gramineae whole-genome duplication event.172

173

Synteny analyses of CCHC members from wheat and eight other plant species174

To further explore the evolutionary mechanisms and homologous genes of TaCCHC-ZFs,175

comparative syntenic maps were constructed by comparing eight representative species with176

wheat, including five monocots (T. dicoccoides, Ae. tauschii, H. vulgare, O. sativa, and Z. mays)177

and three dicots (A. thaliana, G. max, and S. tuberosum) (Fig. 6a). A total of 46 TaCCHC-ZF178

genes show collinearity relationships with 29 CCHC-ZF genes in T. dicoccoides, 15 in Ae.179

Tauschii, 12 in O. sativa, 8 in H. vulgare, and 8 in Z. mays, respectively, while no this relationship180



between wheat and the three dicots analyzed were found, suggesting the closer phylogenetic181

relationships with the monocots than the dicots (Fig. 6b). Therefore, 76, 31, 28, 17, 16 orthologous182

gene pairs among wheat and T. dicoccoides, Ae. Tauschii, O. sativa, H. vulgare, and Z. mays were183

identified, respectively (Additional file 1: Table S5). Hexaploid wheat (A, B, and D sub-genome)184

was obtained by natural hybridization between T. dicoccoides (A and B sub-genome) and Ae.185

tauschii (D sub-genome). Compared to T. dicoccoides and Ae. tauschii, more wheat CCHC-ZF186

genes are derived from T. dicoccoides based on the number of orthologous CCHC-ZF gene pairs.187

Among the three sub-genomes of wheat, 36 gene pairs (14 between the A and B sub-genomes, 11188

between the A and D sub-genomes, 11 between the B and D sub-genomes) were identified, which189

were less than that between wheat and its sub-genome donors (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6a). This might be190

related to either the gene lost or chromosomal recombination during the polyploidization and191

evolution. Additionally, three TaCCHC-ZF genes (TaCCHC37, TaCCHC46, and TaCCHC48)192

were observed in all of five syntenic maps, indicating that these genes are relatively conserved in193

the evolution. However, some wheat TaCCHC-ZF genes identified are collinear with genes from194

only one species. For instance, TaCCHC35 was identified to have a collinearity relationship with195

Os12t0564600-01, while there was no collinearity relationship with the TaCCHC-ZF genes from196

the other four species, implying that TaCCHC35 may have been lost in the rest four plants and197

remained in wheat and rice.198

To further investigate the evolutionary constraints of the TaCCHC-ZF gene family, the199

Ka/Ks ratios of the CCHC-ZF gene pairs were calculated. The Ka/Ks ratios of nearly all200

orthologous CCHC-ZF gene pairs were less than 1, suggesting that the TaCCHC-ZF genes might201

undergone purifying selection during evolution to eliminate harmful mutations at the protein level202

(Additional files 1: Table S5). The divergence time of these duplicated orthologous TaCCHC-ZF203

gene pairs were approximately 4.872 Mya (T. dicoccoides), 5.143 Mya (Ae. tauschii), 11.074 Mya204

(H. vulgare), 44.765 Mya (O. sativa) and 60.761 Mya (Z. mays) respectively, which were close to205

the result of the species evolution tree (Fig. 6b).206

207

Cis-acting elements and GO enrichment analyses of TaCCHC-ZF genes208

Transcription factors bind the cis-acting elements of the gene promoter regions to regulate209

transcription. Thus, the 1.5-kb upstream promoter regions of all TaCCHC-ZF genes were210



submitted to the PlantCARE to further investigate the potential biological functions of TaCCHC-211

ZF genes. A total of 636 cis-acting elements related to environmental stress signal and212

phytohormone responsiveness were found in the promoter regions of TaCCHC-ZF genes (Fig. 7a213

and Additional file 1: Table S6). Among them, 152 MeJA-responsive elements (CGTCA-motif214

and TGAGG-motif) and 128 ABA (abscisic acid)-responsive elements (ABRE) were found,215

respectively, which were the two most cis-acting elements in TaCCHC-ZF genes. The result216

suggested that MeJA and ABA might play a key role in the transcriptional regulation of TaCCHC-217

ZF genes. Moreover, 40 auxin-responsive cis-acting elements (TGA-element, AuxRR-core), 27218

gibberellin-responsive elements (P-box, TATC-box, and GARE-motif), 40 ethylene-responsive219

elements (ERE), 16 salicylic acid-responsive elements (SARE and TCA-element) were identified220

in 40, 27, 16, 14 TaCCHC-ZF genes, respectively. Meanwhile, four types of cis-elements related221

to biotic or abiotic stress responsiveness were identified, such as 45 drought responsive elements222

(MBS), 60 low-temperature responsive elements (LTR), 9 defense and stress responsive elements223

(TC-rich repeats), 8 wound responsive elements (WUN-motif). Additionally, except for224

TaCCHC31, TaCCHC44, TaCCHC49, and TaCCHC50, the anaerobic induction (ARE) or anoxic225

specific inducibility element (GC-motif) were found in the rest 46 TaCCHC-ZF genes. In brief,226

the various types of cis-elements identified in the promoter regions indicate that TaCCHC-ZF227

genes may participate in transcriptional regulation of phytohormone signaling and biotic/abiotic228

stress responses.229

Additionally, the GO enrichment of all TaCCHC-ZF genes was constructed to futher explore230

the gene functions. The GO terms consist of three categories: molecular function (MF), biological231

process (BP), and cellular component (CC). The enrichment results of the molecular function232

category revealed that all 50 TaCCHC-ZF genes were annotated under nine GO terms, including233

zinc ion binding, transition metal ion binding, metal ion binding, cation binding, nucleic acid234

binding, ion binding, heterocyclic compound binding, organic cyclic compound binding, and235

binding, all of which belonged to the molecular function category, suggesting that they might act236

as zinc finger transcription factors to regulate gene expression through DNA or RNA binding (Fig.237

7b). The enrichment results of the biological process category showed that 12 genes were involved238

in four kinds of metabolic processes, such as nucleic acid metabolic process and cellular aromatic239

compound metabolic process. Moreover, seven TaCCHC-ZF genes shared five GO terms, which240



were DNA recombination, DNA replication, DNA repair, cellular response to DNA damage241

stimulus, and cellular response to stress, implying the potential roles of them during stress242

responses.243

244

Protein interaction network and miRNA targets analysis245

Proteins that perform similar functions or participate in the same pathway are more likely to246

exhibit interaction networks, forming gene modules or clusters in proteins interaction networks.247

To further understand the interaction relationships and biological functions among TaCCHC-ZFPs,248

the STRING database was used to construct the protein-protein networks within TaCCHC-ZFP249

family. As shown in Fig. 8, 24 TaCCHC-ZFPs were found to be involved in the protein interaction250

networks with 202 branches, suggesting that they might perform similar function.251

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small noncoding RNAs that function in RNA silencing and post-252

transcriptional regulation of gene expression. Thus, the potential miRNA targets of TaCCHC-ZF253

genes were predicted to provide support information about the regulatory mechanism of the254

TaCCHC-ZF genes. The results revealed that a total of 91 miRNA target sites were identified in255

34 TaCCHC-ZF genes, with each gene corresponding to one to seven miRNAs (Additional file 1:256

Table S7). Among the 34 wheat CCHC-ZF genes, TaCCHC36 and TaCCHC50 had the most257

targets with seven miRNA target sites, followed by TaCCHC21 and TaCCHC26 with six miRNA258

target sites, indicating that the expression of TaCCHC-ZF genes may be regulated by multiple259

miRNAs. At the same time, tae-miR9652-5p has the most target sites in nine TaCCHC-ZF genes260

among the 47 wheat miRNAs, followed by tae-miR9782 targeting six genes.261

262

Expression patterns of TaCCHC genes under different stresses263

To further dissect the function under abiotic stresses, the expression patterns of all 50 TaCCHC-264

ZF genes under different treatments (drought stress for 1 (6) h: DS-1 (6) h, heat stress for 1 (6) h:265

HS-1 (6) h, and combined drought and heat stress for 1 (6) h: DHS-1 (6) h) were analyzed in this266

study (Fig. 9a). Among the 50 genes, 38 DEGs were screened out in these samples by using the267

edgeR package from five kinds of treatments, while no DEGs were identified under the DS-1h268

treatment (Additional file 1: Table S8). As shown in Fig. 9b, 32 TaCCHC-ZF genes responded to269

at least two treatments, while six TaCCHC-ZF genes only responded to one treatment. For270



instance, TaCCHC34, TaCCHC42, and TaCCHC47 showed decreased expression under the HS-271

1h and DHS-1h treatments, while TaCCHC11 exhibited increased expression under the HS-1h and272

DHS-1h treatments, implying that these genes were sensitive to heat and drought. As expected,273

some genes with close evolutionary relationships showed similar expression patterns. The274

expression of TaCCHC22, TaCCHC23, and TaCCHC24 were down-regulated under the HS-1h275

and DHS-1h treatments, and the expression of TaCCHC32 and TaCCHC33 were up-regulated276

under the HS-6h and DHS-6h treatments.277

To verify the transcription profiles of the TaCCHC-ZF genes derived from the transcriptome278

data, 15 TaCCHC-ZF genes from the eight groups were selected to analyze their expression level279

under different treatments by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR). As shown in Fig. 9c, the280

expression patterns of most TaCCHC-ZF genes are congruent with the previously published data281

according to the results of qRT-PCR. Overall, the expression of TaCCHC-ZF genes could be282

influenced by multiple treatments.283

284

Discussion285

As one of the most important food crops in the world, wheat is subject to biotic and abiotic286

stresses, resulting in the reduction of yield. Zinc finger protein transcription factors play a vital287

role in plant growth and development, and biotic and abiotic stress responses [23]. Some previous288

studies showed that TaCCHC-ZF genes regulated plant growth and stress responses, such as AtRZ-289

1a, Mt-Zn-CCHC, and NTT [24-27]. Thus, the comprehensive bioinformatic analyses of TaCCHC-290

ZF gene family were performed to better understand the gene functions of TaCCHC-ZF genes due291

to the limited work on TaCCHC-ZF gene family.292

In this study, we identified 50 TaCCHC-ZFPs from wheat and extracted CCHC motif293

sequences of these members, in which the conserved sites were consistent with the previous study294

(Fig. 1) [28]. Studies revealed that CCHC motif was a kind of nucleic acid binding domain, which295

contributed to RNA binding, DNA regulation, or protein-protein interactions [29-31]. Meanwhile,296

the results of GO enrichment showed that all 50 TaCCHC-ZF genes were annotated under nucleic297

acid binding term and zinc ion binding term (Fig 7b), implying that TaCCHC-ZFPs might function298

by binding DNA or RNA. Previous study showed that WCSP1 (TaCCHC7 in this study) was299

capable of binding dsDNA, ssDNA, and RNA homopolymers, whereas its ability to bind dsDNA300



was almost eliminated in the absence of C-terminal CCHC motif [32]. In Arabidopsis, CSDP1,301

homologous to TaCCHC14, which possesses seven tandem repeated CCHC motifs in the C-302

terminal half, acts as an RNA chaperone in the response to cold stress, helping to export mRNA303

from the nucleus to the cytoplasm [33].304

The analyses of phylogenetic relationships, gene structures, and protein motifs showed that305

the homologous TaCCHC-ZF genes in sub-genomes A, B, D shared similar gene structures and306

conserved motifs, indicating the functions of TaCCHC-ZF genes were conservative during the307

evolution (Fig. 3a-c). The motif 1 (CCHC motif) is conserved in all TaCCHC-ZFPs. It is308

noteworthy that some motifs are distributed in specific groups, such as RRM, CSD, REPA OB,309

and Rep Fac-A C, which may play various roles in biological processes based on the different310

functions of TaCCHC-ZF genes (Additional file 1: Table S3) [34-36]. For instance, AtGRP2311

containing one CSD and two CCHC zinc fingers motifs may be involved in cold-response and312

flower development [37]. Besides, RRM exists in groups Ⅰ, Ⅱ, and Ⅲ, which can bind single-313

strand RNA and participate in the regulation of flowering and adaptation to heat stress [38]. AtSF1,314

a protein containing RRM, takes part in regulating heat stress response by affecting the alternative315

splicing of the pre-mRNA of the heat shock transcription factor HsfA2 [39].316

Previous researches revealed that gene families usually experienced tandem duplication317

events or segmental duplication events to expand gene family members in the process of evolution318

[40]. Subsequently, syntenic analyses were carried out in this study (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6a). Wheat has319

undergone two major polyploid evolutionary events, accompanied by tandem duplication,320

segmental duplication, and transposition events [41]. However, the number of TaCCHC-ZF genes321

in a specific sub-genome was severely reduced during the transition from tetraploid to hexaploidy322

through the identification of CCHC-ZF genes in wheat and its sub-genomes donors, T. dicoccoides323

and Ae. tauschii (for A sub-genome, from 20 to 18 genes; B sub-genome, from 18 to 16 genes; D324

sub-genome, from 46 to 16 genes), proving that gene loss during hexaploidy wheat formation325

occurred extensively [42]. Generally, the Ka/Ks ratios for all the homologous gene pairs are less326

than 1, implying that TaCCHC-ZF genes may have undergone purifying selection pressure and the327

functions of these gene pairs do not diverge much after the two polyploidization events328

(Additional file 1: Table S4 and Table S5).329

Cis-acting elements and miRNAs are involved in the regulation of gene expression at the330



transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels, respectively [43, 44]. Therefore, we predicted the331

cis-acting elements in the promoter regions of wheat CCHC-ZF genes and miRNAs targeting332

TaCCHC genes. Plenty of studies showed that cis-elements were essential factors of modulating333

gene expression under biotic and abiotic stress. For instance, PbrMYB21 could interact with the334

MYB-recognizing cis-element in the promoter region of PbrADC to modulate polyamine335

synthesis by regulating ADC expression, improving drought tolerance [45]. In this study, a lot of336

cis-acting elements associated with environmental stress and phytohormone responsiveness were337

identified, indicating that TaCCHC-ZF genes might take part in multiple signaling pathways (Fig.338

7a and Additional file 1: Table S6) [46]. In addition, plant miRNAs are associated with cell339

biology processes and response to stress, which can regulate gene expression at the post-340

transcriptional level through splicing mRNA or inhibiting translation. In this study, we found 47341

wheat miRNAs target with 34 TaCCHC-ZF genes, including tae-miR9652-5p, tae-miR9782, tae-342

miR156, tae-miR159a/b, tae-miR164, and tae-miR167, etc. (Additional file 1: Table S7). Previous343

studies reported that some plant miRNAs, such as miR156, miR159a/b, miR164, miR319, and344

miR399, played a key role in the regulation of plant developmental time, the differentiation of345

tissues, and response to environmental stresses [47]. The miR156-overexpression alfalfa showed346

significant improvement in drought tolerance with reduced water loss and higher survival347

compared with the wild-type control [48]. Moreover, ABA induced the accumulation of miR159 to348

mediate the cleavage of MYB33 and MYB101 transcripts in geminating Arabidopsis seeds [49]. In349

brief, cis-acting elements and miRNAs may be regulators of TaCCHC-ZF gene expression.350

Previous studies showed that CCHC-ZF genes responded to multiple stresses. For example,351

the cold resistance of atRZ-1a-overexpressing transgenic Arabidopsis plants was enhanced352

compared to wild-type plants, with earlier germination and better seedling growth under cold353

treatment as well [25]. Drought and heat are the major environmental stresses affecting wheat354

growth and development, often resulting in the decline of wheat yield. In this study, we355

investigated the potential functions of TaCCHC-ZF genes under drought and heat treatments, and356

38 DEGs were screened out (Fig. 9a-c and Additional file 1: Table S8). Previous research revealed357

that AtCSP3-overexpressing transgenic Arabidopsis plants showed higher survival rates under the358

drought and salt treatment, whereas the atcsp3 mutant displayed lower survival rate [50].359

TaCCHC14, homologous to Arabidopsis At4g36020.1 (AtCSP3), was down-regulated under the360



DHS-6h treatment, suggesting that they might have similar functions under the drought and heat361

stresses. TaRZ2 (TaCCHC49 in this study) can negatively regulate seed germination and seedling362

growth under the salt or dehydration treatments but contribute to enhancing cold tolerance of363

transgenic Arabidopsis [51]. Meanwhile, TaCCHC14 and TaCCHC49 were found to share similar364

cis-elements, such as MBS, LTR, and so on. Overall, these results indicated that TaCCHC-ZF365

genes might be involved in the plant responses to drought and heat stresses.366

367

Conclusions368

CCHC-ZFPs are involved in multiple physiological processes, such as seed development, plant369

growth, and responses to biotic and abiotic stresses. In this study, a total of 50 TaCCHC-ZF genes370

were identified from wheat by bioinformatics tools. Subsequently, these TaCCHC-ZF genes were371

classified into eight groups with specific motifs and gene structures. Interestingly, only segmental372

duplication events were identified in TaCCHC-ZF genes, suggesting that the segmental373

duplication events are the main driving force for TaCCHC-ZF genes evolution. In addition,374

collinearity relationships between wheat and eight other representative organisms were analyzed375

and no gene pairs were found between wheat and the three dicots. Plenty of cis-acting elements376

related to environmental stress were found in the promoter regions of TaCCHC-ZF genes. GO377

enrichment results showed that all TaCCHC-ZF genes were annotated under metal ion binding and378

nucleic acid binding. The analyses of miRNA targets suggested that the TaCCHC-ZF genes could379

be regulated by the miRNAs. Furthermore, the expression patterns of TaCCHC-ZF genes and380

qRT-PCR verification showed that some TaCCHC-ZF genes were involved in the responses to381

drought and heat stresses.382

383

Methods384

Plant materials and abiotic stress treatments385

Bread wheat cultivar Fielder was used throughout this study. Seeds were transferred into Petri386

dishes with wet filter paper and cultured at 4℃ for 5 days. Then, the germinated seedlings were387

grown at 22℃ in a greenhouse with a 16 h light and 8 h dark period, and cultured with half388

strength Murashige and Skoog liquid medium. Two-week seedlings of Fielder were treated by389

drought stress (20% (m/V) PEG-6000), heat stress (40℃), or combined drought & heat stress390



(20% PEG-6000 and 40℃) for 1 h or 6 h, respectively, while the seedlings under normal growth391

conditions (22℃, watered) were used as control. All the experiments were carried out in parallel,392

and three biological replicates were performed for each time point. Leaves were collected at 1h393

and 6h after treatments and frozen in the liquid nitrogen immediately and stored at -80℃ for394

further analysis.395

396

Data retrieval and identification of CCHC genes397

The reference genome and protein sequences of all the species in this study were downloaded398

from the Ensemble Plants database (http://plant.ensembl.org/index.html). To identify the CCHC-399

ZF family members, the HMM profile of CCHC conserved motif (PF00098) was retrieved from400

Pfam database (http://pfam.xfam.org) and used to search against all of the protein sequences401

through the HMMER search tool with an E-value cut-off < 1e-4 [20, 52]. After removing the402

redundant sequences, candidate genes were submitted to SMART (http://smart.emblheidelberg.de/)403

to further confirm CCHC-ZFP members [53]. The theoretical isoelectric point (pI), molecular404

weight (MW), instability index, and grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) were calculated405

using the ExPasy site (http://web.expasy.org/protparam/) [54]. The subcellular localization of each406

CCHC-ZFP protein was predicted using the Cell-PLoc 2.0407

(http://www.csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/plant-multi/) [55].408

409

Sequence analysis and structural characterization of the CCHC proteins in wheat410

Multiple protein sequence alignment of the characterized CCHC-ZFPs was performed via411

ClustalX2 [56]. Then, depending on the full-length protein sequence alignment, the phylogenetic412

tree was constructed using MEGA 7.0 with the neighbor-joining (NJ) method based on Poisson413

model, 1000 bootstrap replications and pairwise deletion [57]. To analyze the conserved motifs of414

CCHC-ZFPs in wheat, the MEME online program (https://meme-suite.org/meme/tools/meme)415

was used with the parameters as follow: a maximum number of 10 motifs and optimal motif width416

of 6 to 50 amino acid residues [19]. Then, the conserved motif of wheat CCHC was extracted and417

visualized by WebLogo (http://weblogo.threeplusone.com/) [58]. The genome annotation file418

(GFF3 file) of wheat was obtained from the Ensemble Plants database419

(http://plant.ensembl.org/index.html) for analyzing the exon-intron structures of TaCCHC-ZF420

http://plant.ensembl.org/index.htm
http://pfam.xfam.org
http://smart.emblheidelberg.de/
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genes. Finally, the prepared files were imported into TBtools for visualizing the protein conserved421

motifs and gene structures [59].422

423

Chromosome distribution, collinearity analysis, and Ka/Ks analysis424

According to the chromosome location information obtained from the Ensemble Plants database,425

the TaCCHC-ZF genes were mapped to the wheat chromosome using MapGene2Chrom V2426

(http://mg2c.iask.in/mg2c_v2.0/) [21]. Subsequently, MCScanX and DIAMOND were used to427

analyze the gene duplication events and synteny of CCHC-ZF genes of wheat with the default428

parameters, and the figure was displayed by Circos [60-62]. In addition, the collinearity429

relationships and segmental duplication events of TaCCHC-ZF gene pairs from other species were430

also performed similarly. Species evolution tree was constructed by using TimeTree online tool431

(http://www.timetree.org) [63]. Then, TBtools was adopted to calculated Ka (non-synonymous)432

and Ks (synonymous) of the duplicated gene pairs for further estimating duplication events [59].433

The time (T) of duplication in millions of years (Mya) was estimated with the formula T = Ks / 2λ434

× 10-6 Mya (λ = 6.5 × 10-9).435

436

Cis-acting element analysis and gene ontology annotation of TaCCHC family genes437

In order to investigate the putative cis-regulatory element in the promoter regions of TaCCHC-ZF438

genes, the 1.5-kb upstream genomic DNA sequences from the transcription start codon were439

submitted to the PlantCARE database (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html)440

[64]. Then, the Gene Structure Display Server (GSDS, http://gsds.gao-lab.org) was adopted to441

visualized the cis- element distribution [65]. The gene ontology (GO) analysis of wheat CCHC442

genes was predicted for functional annotation using Omicshare Tools443

(https://www.omicshare.com/).444

445

Prediction of protein interaction network and miRNA targets446

The wheat CCHC-ZFPs were submitted to the STRING database (https://string-db.org/) to447

assemble protein-protein interaction networks with high confidence (0.700) [66]. Then, The448

Cytoscape was used to visualize the interaction network with default parameters [67]. To predict449

the miRNAs targeting TaCCHC-ZF genes, mature miRNA sequences and TaCCHC-ZF gene450
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sequences of wheat were submitted to the psRNATarget tool451

(https://www.zhaolab.org/psRNATarget/), filtered at an expectation level ≤ 5.0 [68].452

453

Expression analysis of CCHC genes in Triticum aestivum454

The expression profiles of TaCCHC-ZF genes (SRP045409) under different abiotic stresses455

(drought stress, heat stress and combined drought and heat stress) were available from Wheat456

Expression Browser powered by the expVIP (http://www.wheat-expression.com/) [69, 70].457

Subsequently, the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified by using the edgeR458

package (fold change ≥ 2 and q-value ≤ 0.5) [71]. TBtools was used to generate the gene459

expression heatmap [59]. Finally, EVenn (http://ehbio.com/test/venn/#/) was adapted to construct460

Venn diagrams.461

462

RNA extraction and qRT-PCR analyses463

The total RNA from wheat leaves was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Vazyme Biotech Co., Ltd),464

following the manufacturer’s instructions. For qRT-PCR analyses, RNA concentration was465

assessed by the NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (ND-2000, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.).466

Total RNAs were reverse transcribed with the HiScript II 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (+gDNA467

wiper) (Vazyme Biotech Co., Ltd). 15 different expression genes of the TaCCHC-ZF family in468

response to stress were detected by qRT-PCR analyses, while TaRP15 was used as the internal469

reference gene. The reaction system consisted of 5 μL of 2 × ChamQ Universal SYBR qPCR470

Master Mix (Vazyme Biotech Co., Ltd), 2 μL of template, 0.2 μL of each prime, and 2.6 μL of471

ddH2O. The reaction was carried out as follows: pre-denaturation at 95℃ for 30 s (step 1),472

denaturation at 95℃ for 10 s (step 2), primer annealing/extension and collection of fluorescence473

signal at 60℃ for 30 s (step 3). The next 40 cycles started at step 2. Each sample was performed in474

three biological replicates and three technical replicates. Subsequently, the data from qRT-PCR475

analyses was analyzed with the 2−ΔΔCT method. Primer sequences used in this study were listed in476

detail in Additional file 1: Table S9.477
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731

Fig. 1 Sequence of the CCHC motifs in wheat. The height of the letter at each732

location (in bits) represents the conservation of the sequences, and the height of every733

single letter in the letter means the relative frequency of the corresponding amino acid734

of that position.735
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743

Fig. 2 Phylogenetic tree of CCHC-ZFPs in wheat and rice. Protein sequences were744

aligned using the ClustaX2, and the Neighbor-joining (NJ) phylogenetic tree was745

constructed using the MEGA 7.0 based on Poisson model. Different groups are746

indicated by different colors, respectively.747



748

Fig. 3 Comparative analyses of the phylogenetic relationships, protein conserved749

motifs, and gene structures of CCHC-ZF family in wheat. a Phylogenetic tree of 50750

TaCCHC-ZFPs was constructed by using MEGA 7.0. Each group was marked by a751

different color. b Motif composition of wheat CCHC-ZFPs. MEME online tool was752

used to identify the conserved motifs of the TaCCHC-ZFPs. Each motif is represented753

by different colored boxes with the corresponding number in the center of the motifs.754

c Gene structures of TaCCHC-ZF genes. The black lines represent the introns, while755

the blue and grey boxes represent the untranslated regions (UTRs) and exons,756

respectively. The numbers represent the phases of corresponding introns.757



758
Fig. 4 Chromosome distribution of the wheat CCHC-ZF genes. a Chromosomal759

localization of the TaCCHC-ZF genes. The dark blue columns indicate wheat760

chromosomes with the scale in megabases (Mb). The chromosome numbers are761

displayed at the top of each chromosome. b Numbers of TaCCHC-ZF genes on each762

T. aestivum chromosome.763



764
Fig. 5 Collinearity analysis of the CCHC-ZF family in wheat. The gray lines represent765

all synteny blocks in the wheat genome, while the red lines represent duplicated766

CCHC-ZF gene pairs. Wheat chromosomes are displayed by rectangles with different767

colors, and the heatmaps and histograms along the rectangles indicate the gene768

density of each chromosome.769



770

Fig. 6 Synteny analysis of the CCHC-ZF family between wheat and other species. a771

Collinearity analysis of the TaCCHC-ZF family with other eight representative772

species. The grey lines in the background represent the collinear blocks in the genome773

of wheat and other species, while the red lines indicate the syntenic CCHC-ZF gene774

pairs. b Species evolution tree of wheat and other eight species.775
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780
Fig. 7 Analyses of cis-acting elements and functional annotation of TaCCHC-ZF781

genes. a Distribution of predicted cis-acting elements in the promoter regions of782

TaCCHC-ZF genes. The color blockers indicate different cis-acting elements and783

their locations in these TaCCHC-ZF genes. b GO enrichment analysis of the784

TaCCHC-ZF genes.785
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789

Fig. 8 Interaction network of TaCCHC-ZFPs. A total of 202 interactions are displayed790

among 24 TaCCHC-ZFPs. The protein-protein interaction networks of wheat CCHC-791

ZFPs were predicted using the STRING tools with high confidence (0.700) [66], and792

was used to visualized by the the Cytoscape with default parameters [67].793



794
Fig. 9 Expression patterns of wheat CCHC-ZF genes under different conditions. a795

Expression profiles of 50 TaCCHC-ZF genes under different stress treatments. HS-1796

(6) h: heat stress for 1 (6) h; DS-1 (6) h: drought stress for 1 (6) h; DHS-1 (6) h:797

combined drought and heat stress for 1 (6) h. The color in the heat map reflect798

TaCCHC-ZF genes expression level. b Venn diagrams of DEGs under different799

treatments. c Expression analyses of 15 TaCCHC-ZF genes in response to different800

treatments by qRT-PCR. Data were normalized to actin-TaRP15 and error bars801

represent standard deviation among three independent replicates (* P < 0.05, ** P <802

0.01, *** P < 0.001, Student’s t-test).803
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